REALIZING THE POTENTIAL OF AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION IN FAMILY FARMING

VISION, MISSION AND ACTIVITIES OF FAO’S RESEARCH AND EXTENSION BRANCH
RURAL COMMUNITIES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES FACE INCREASING CHALLENGES RELATED TO THEIR LIVELIHOODS AND FOOD SECURITY, THE DETERIORATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES, THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND VOLATILE FOOD PRICES, AMONG OTHERS. INNOVATION IS KEY TO AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT. IN ORDER TO REALIZE THE POTENTIAL OF AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION IN FAMILY FARMING, NATIONAL PRIORITIES OF SUSTAINABLY INCREASING FOOD PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY, AND REDUCING HUNGER AND POVERTY, REQUIRE RURAL KNOWLEDGE INSTITUTIONS TO BE STRONGER AND COMMUNICATION PROCESSES TO BE IMPROVED.

FAO’S RESEARCH AND EXTENSION BRANCH (OEKR) FOCUSES ON TRANSFORMING AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS OF MEMBER COUNTRIES. IT WORKS TO DEVELOP AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT AND TO ENHANCE NATIONAL AGRICULTURE RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS AND RURAL EXTENSION AND COMMUNICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT SERVICES BY PROVIDING POLICY ADVICE AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS/PROGRAMMES, AND BY PROMOTING STUDIES AND POLICY DIALOGUE.
SMALL-SCALE AGRICULTURE or FAMILY FARMING

Family farming is understood to include crop, livestock, forestry, fishery and aquaculture production by producers who, despite their great heterogeneity among countries and within countries, have the following key characteristics:

• Limited access to land and capital resources;
• Predominantly family labour is used with the head of the household participating directly in the production process; therefore, even when there is some division of labour, the head of the household does not just perform management responsibilities but is also a worker in the family unit;
• Agricultural/forestry/aquaculture/fishery activity is the main source of income for the family nucleus, which may be complemented with other non-farming activities undertaken inside or outside the family unit (services related to rural tourism, environmental benefits, small-scale production, small agribusinesses, casual jobs, etc.).

An AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION SYSTEM is “a system of individuals, organizations, and enterprises focused on bringing new products, processes and forms of organization into social and economic use to achieve food and nutrition security, economic development, and sustainable natural resource management”.

TOOLS AND METHODOLOGIES - POLICY ADVICE
OUR VISION is to be “recognized as a global leader in assisting member countries in developing inclusive agricultural innovation systems to achieve food and nutrition security and sustainable natural resource management.”

OUR MISSION is to contribute to the strengthening of inclusive agricultural innovation systems that respond to the needs of small producers by:

- Providing policy advice to member countries and donors;
- Promoting partnerships at all levels; and
- Supporting capacity development for rural knowledge institutions and decision makers.
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BIOTECHNOLOGIES: A MAJOR SOURCE OF INNOVATION IN AGRICULTURE

FAO'S RESEARCH AND EXTENSION BRANCH (OEKR) PROVIDES ADVICE TO FAO MEMBERS ON DEVELOPING NATIONAL BIOTECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES AND BIOSAFETY FRAMEWORKS AND WORKS WITH THEM TO DEVELOP THEIR CAPACITIES IN AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGIES THROUGH TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION AND TRAINING. THE BRANCH ALSO ASSISTS IN PROVIDING THEM WITH ACCESS TO HIGH-QUALITY, SCIENCE-BASED KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGIES.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Agricultural biotechnologies represent a large range of technologies that are used, inter alia, to genetically improve plant varieties and animal populations, characterize and conserve genetic resources, diagnose plant and animal diseases, and develop vaccines. They contribute to alleviating hunger and poverty, adapting to climate change and maintaining the natural resource base.
OEKR hosted the Secretariat and provided technical support to the FAO international technical conference on “Agricultural biotechnologies in developing countries: Options and opportunities in crops, forestry, livestock, fisheries and agro-industry to face the challenges of food insecurity and climate change” (ABDC-10) that took place in Guadalajara in March 2010, hosted by the Government of Mexico. At ABDC-10, member countries agreed, *inter alia*, that FAO and other international organizations and donors should significantly increase their support to strengthening national capacities in the development and appropriate use of pro-poor agricultural biotechnologies.

**FAO BIOTECHNOLOGY FORUM**

The Branch also hosts the FAO Biotechnology Forum, an e-mail based community that was launched in 2000 to provide access to quality balanced knowledge and make a neutral platform available for interested stakeholders to exchange views and experiences on biotechnologies in developing countries. The Forum has about 3,600 members worldwide and has hosted 17 moderated e-mail conferences so far, with over half of all messages posted coming from participants living in developing countries.
Agricultural development depends on innovation. Food security, climate change adaptation, poverty alleviation and sustainable management of natural resources rely on innovation processes in which small-scale producers are protagonists. While much has been learned about innovation in recent years, policy options for strengthening inclusive agricultural innovation systems still need to be developed further. By analysing good practices and lessons learned from agricultural innovation and family farming, more effective policies can be implemented.
The UN General Assembly declared 2014 as the International Year of Family Farming and invited FAO to facilitate its implementation. To mark this important initiative, FAO plans to launch in 2014 a flagship report on agricultural innovation systems, focusing on family farming. As part of the preparations, OEKR invited external experts to join FAO staff in March 2012 for a technical consultation on Innovation in Family Farming. The experts provided FAO with valuable guidance and inputs for developing the study. Discussions emphasized that the study should focus on an enabling environment, the dimension in which FAO can make a unique contribution to the development of inclusive agricultural innovation systems.

OEKR, the World Bank and FAO’s Investment Center partnered with Peru in the Agricultural Research and Extension Program (INCAGRO), a programme designed to strengthen the market for agricultural innovation services (research and extension) through two competitive funds. Producer groups competed against one other to obtain extension and innovation brokerage support and applied research projects. Research institutions competed against one other over high-priority research projects. Extension providers also participated, through competitive proposals for the provision of training. Based on these practical experiences of managing competitive funds for innovation, OEKR staff wrote a Thematic Note for the 2012 World Bank Agricultural Innovation Sourcebook that examines successes and challenges in using such funds to promote agricultural innovation.
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT IN INCLUSIVE AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS

CREATING AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT WHERE THE NEEDS AND DEMANDS OF SMALL-SCALE PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS ARE HEARD AND THEIR VOICES INFLUENCE THE NATIONAL RESEARCH AND EXTENSION AGENDA IS KEY TO ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT. FAO’S RESEARCH AND EXTENSION BRANCH (OEKR) SUPPORTS FAO MEMBER COUNTRIES TO DEVELOP THEIR CAPACITIES TO ADOPT AGRICULTURAL INNOVATION SYSTEMS IN SHAPING THEIR INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR POLICIES.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

The traditional role of research and extension is changing as there is a need to shift from a research-driven process that relies on technology transfer to one that enables and rewards innovation. Innovation itself should be a process of generating, accessing and using knowledge, a process in which stakeholders learn and innovate together, sharing the benefits and the risks. This can only happen if development policies and resource allocation are aligned, research and extension institutions are reshaped, and civil society actors are included. Equally important is the interactions and learning between all actors as a means of creating arrangements that truly respond to local contexts.
COMMUNITY LEARNING AND ACTION FOR DEMAND-DRIVEN EXTENSION AND RURAL SERVICES – PAKISTAN

OEKR supported the design and implementation of this programme, funded by IFAD, in Azad-Jammu/Kashmir Region in Pakistan. The programme, which ran from 2005-2011, empowered rural communities to articulate their demands and influence development planning in their areas. It also helped them set up a collaborative and demand-driven approach to agricultural and rural services. The approach addresses mobilizing rural people to organize themselves, promoting participatory village development planning, developing the capacity of public sector service providers for demand-responsive planning and delivery, and facilitating stakeholder collaboration (public and non-public) at district level.

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS AND TOOLS: RURAL RADIO AND PARTICIPATORY VIDEO

Throughout its projects the Branch promotes the use of radio as an effective channel for addressing food security, poverty reduction and environmental protection. Radio encourages dialogue among farmers and with the service providers who support them; it can inform, motivate and draw attention to new agricultural production ideas and techniques. At the same time it gives farmers a channel through which they can raise their concerns and opinions to reach decision makers. Participatory video is used to document experiences from the farmers’ perspectives and make them visible, to analyse issues and provide solutions. Development practitioners can learn what rural communities really want and need, and evaluate if – and to what extent – development projects are responding to those needs.
COMMUNICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT: ENHANCING CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND DISASTER RISK REDUCTION

Communication for development (ComDev) fosters dialogue, access to information, knowledge sharing and the active participation of the rural population. It promotes the systematic use of participatory communication strategies combining a broad range of media from community radio to information and communication technologies (ICTs), which are essential to respond to agricultural challenges related to climate change, disaster risk reduction and food security. FAO’s Research and Extension Branch (OEkR) is the FAO’s focal point in ComDev, providing advice to member countries, field projects and programme staff.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Climate change adaptation (CCA) and disaster risk reduction (DRR) require communication methods and tools to promote community mobilization, knowledge sharing and concerted actions. An increasing number of institutions and field programmes and projects are looking at ways to incorporate ComDev to deal with CCA and DRR in agriculture and need specialized technical assistance.
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HIGHLIGHTS

COMMUNICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES AND SERVICES FOR CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND DISASTER RISK REDUCTION

The Branch is designing and implementing ComDev strategies and services for community-based CCA and DRR in Bangladesh, Dominican Republic, Haiti and Jamaica among others. ComDev activities are tailored to the needs of the rural population in the context of DDR and management plans. Rural radio, participatory video, other community media, integrated with ICTs, are used to raise awareness about preparedness and mitigation activities, as well as to promote access to information and multi-stakeholders engagement. Special attention is given to enhancing the capacity of agricultural and rural institutions to incorporate ComDev services and practices in their CCA/DRR policies and programmes.

STRENGTHENING CAPACITIES AND SHARING KNOWLEDGE WITH COMDEV

OEKR has launched Collaborative Change Communication, a capacity development initiative to increase learning and networking opportunities for field projects and communication practitioners. An interactive platform [www.cccomdev.org] provides the venue for an innovative community of practice in communication for rural development.
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Successful participation of small-scale producers in agricultural innovation systems depends on their ability to access information, link to other actors, and access services, technologies and markets locally, nationally and globally. The application of ICT tools can enable rural advisory services and producers’ organizations to respond to the needs of small-scale producers and facilitate their interaction with other actors of the agricultural innovation system at all levels.
VIRTUAL EXTENSION AND RESEARCH COMMUNICATION NETWORK (VERCON)

VERCON is an approach that employs internet-based technologies and ComDev methodologies to facilitate networking, knowledge sharing and interaction among agricultural institutions, producers' organizations and others in the agricultural innovation system. Over the last decade it has been adapted and applied in more than ten countries in Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe, Latin America and the Near East.

TECHNOLOGIES AND PRACTICES FOR SMALL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS (TECA)

TECA is an initiative for documenting and sharing proven technologies and practices for small-scale producers. It combines an internet-based knowledge base with a forum for interaction and learning among those engaged in agricultural innovation systems. Partnerships are being developed at various levels to increase the content of practical knowledge, and to reach out to rural small-scale producers. The TECA modules and guidelines are also made available to national systems and institutions that wish to develop customized tools, as was recently done in Bolivia and Albania.
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Why is it important?

International agricultural research needs to be embedded in wider development programmes and well linked with development partners at national and international levels if it is to have an impact on increasing food production, reducing hunger and poverty and promoting the sustainable use of national resources. Knowledge sharing, learning and partnering at national, regional and international levels are crucial to develop more effective and efficient extension policies and services.
PARTNERSHIP WITH INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

OEKR promotes a genuine coalition between the international agricultural research system and development agencies to mobilize the potential of innovation for sustainably increasing food production and alleviating poverty. In particular, it promotes and coordinates the FAO-CGIAR collaboration and FAO’s contribution to CGIAR governance. The Branch supports the GFAR Secretariat and contributes to the organization of the Global Conference on Agricultural Research for Development (GCARD), where the international research for development agenda is set.

REGIONAL AND GLOBAL NETWORKING OF ADVISORY SERVICES

OEKR supported the establishment, strategic planning and normative activities of GFRAS. The Branch contributes to the development of regional extension platforms. Jointly with the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation ACP-EU (CTA), the Forum for Agricultural Research in Africa (FARA), GFRAS and others, FAO co-organized the Global Extension Conference (2011) and advocates for the policies and principles outlined in the Conference Declaration. These include: increased funding and mechanisms that ensure services which are high-quality, demand-led and sustainable; continuous gender-sensitive capacity development; and participatory processes for developing policies and for monitoring, evaluation and research on extension.